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Distribution of Wheel Loads on Highway Bridges

WallaceW. SANDERS, Jr.
Prof. Dr.
Iowa State University
Arnes, IA, USA

The current criteria for the distribution of wheel loads in the U.S. bridge

specifications have been undergoing change and expansion for over 50 years.

The changes have primarily been introduced as modifications for a specific

bridge type or condition with variations in the factors considered. As a

result, the approach to the criteria has varied and resulted in inconsistencies

in the codes. There now is a need for a complete review of load distribution

in bridges recognizing a consistent approach to all bridge types and the

availability of high speed computation.

There are a number of methods of analysis that can be used to develop load

distribution behavior. These methods include: orthotropic plate, finite

element or strip, grillage analogy, folded plate, influence surfaces. Using

the selected methods, the effects of aspect ratio, bridge stiffness parameter,

edge effects, load position, skew, continuity and diaphragms need to be

evaluated for the broad types of bridges.

This study is needed and should result in a consistent criteria format

based on similar parameters. It should consider all factors which affect

behavior. The Option should be available and encouraged to use one of the

theories for complex structures, while providing a simple format for simple

bridges.
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Interaction Analysis of Asymmetrie Sway Frames

H. SCHOLZ
Senior Lecturer
Univ. of the Witwatersrand
Johannesburg, Rep. South Africa

A novel method is presented for the approximate three-dimensional analysis of asymmetric sway frames
subjected to torsional loading causing P-Delta effects.
nie two most significant aspects of the new procedure are:
1. That actual structures need not individually be analysed on a rigorous elastic-plastic basis

but by using their elastic buckling load and rigid plastic collapse load as reference parameters
i e similar to the conventional in-plane analysis of Single columns without the need for iterations.

2. That the proposed method can be used on a story-by-story basis for multi-story structures, thereby
greatly reducing the number of variables compared with an investigation of the füll frame. The
load factor of the weakest story is then taken as the load factor applicable to the entire framework.

More details and the principles of the new analysis technique are given .in Refs.1-4.
The technique is suitable for three-dimensional frame structures made up of intersecting rectangular
grids, ignoring local and torsional buckling of the members and disregarding their torsion and warping
resistances.
The fundamental assumptions can be summarised as follows:
1. Any given frame structure can be grouped into a unique family of frames.
2. Each family of frames can be represented by a specific curve .in a multicurve interaction graph.
3. The significant frames within a particular family of frames are a frame unaffected by P-Delta

effects for which the failure load is equal to its rigid-plastic collapse load and a frame that
falls completely elastically, i e failure is related to elastic buckling. The latter frame is
termed the "limiting frame" of the frame family.

4. Between the two significant frames other frames can be located on the failure curve by reference
to their ratio of elastic buckling load to rigid-plastic collapse load.

The presence of torsion is recognised by examining rigid-plastic collapse modes and elastic buckling
modes in both directions of the rectangular frame grid and by elastically distributing the total
applied lateral load to the individual frames on the grid when it comes to defining the geometry of
the "limiting frame". The parameter (0,4P/P of the "limiting frame" is used to select the
relevant curve from the multicurve diagram. The actual structure is then located on that curve by its
ratio 0,4P /p„.C P

The establishment of the "limiting frame" is thus of prime importance when obtaining the failure load
from the interaction graph. In its simplest format the ratio (0,4P /P of the "limiting frame" can
be found from the equivalent ratio applicable to the actual structure, i e 0,4P /P by using
Eq-d) which is derived by equating elastic failure and first yield.

0,4P 0,4P Zf

<-r£''--p7-rrR *•<»
P £ P

To solve Eq.(l) the actual structure is subjected to load.ing of the same configuration as the
factored applied load but in magnitude related to the elastic buckling load of the frame. The
parameter Z is the elastic section modulus, M^second-order elastic moment, f_=stress at onset of vield.• p jThe factor R recognises that the reduction to the fully-plastic moment capacity of column sections
due to axial load and bi-axial bending may be different for the actual and the "limiting frame".
The value R can often be estimated, however, R*l will mostly give satisfactory results. For the
structure under consideration the lowest ratio {0,4P /P is significant.
The presented method compares well with experimental and rigorous analytical results. A single-
story model framework subjected to torsion was recently tested by the author. The experimental
failure load exceeded the predicted value by less then three per cent.
The shown multi-story structure is similar to a framework previously analysed by Hibbard and Adams(5).
The lowest story load factor for proportionate vertical and horizontal loading is found as 0,95.
REFERENCES

1. Scholz, H "Evolution of an approx. analysis technique for unbraced steel frames", to be
published in The Civil Engineer in South Africa

2. Scholz, H "Simplified interaction method for sway frames", Journal of Structural Division,
ASCE, Vol 110, No.5, May 1984, pp992-1007

3. Scholz, H "A new multi-curve interaction method for the analysis of steel sway frames",
Proc.3rd Intern.Colloquium on Stability of Metal Structures, Toronto, May 1983,
pp431-448

4. Scholz, H "Interaction analysis of asymmetric sway subassemblages", to be published in
Journal of Structural Division, ASCE, Vol.HO, No.10, Oct.1984

5. Hibbard JR, Adams PF "Subassemblage technique for asymmetric structures", Journal of Structural
Division, ASCE, Vol.99, STU, Nov.1983, pp 2259-2268
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Vibration Control of Stiffening Arch Bridge

Hideyuki HONDA Tameo KOBORI
Dr. Eng., Assoc. Prof. Dr. Eng., Prof.
Kanazawa Inst, of Tech. Kanazawa University
Ishikawa, Japan Kanazawa, Japan

A variety of technical problems related to highway bridges have been point
out, because an increasing number of heavy trucks are seen on nation's highway
in recent years, and the method of reinforcement of bridges has become the
center of wide interest. In the reinforcement of bridges, it is necessary to
consider the serviceability of bridges not only in terms of Statistical and

dynamical problems, but also the Vibration feit by pedestrians.

In this paper, a particular stiffening arch bridge (Lohse girder bridge),
which holds these problems described above, is considered as case study. The
method of reinforcement is investigated by the insertion of diagonal hangers.
In order to find out the most efficient of reinforcement on this bridge, a

Statistical inference method (a design of experiments) is applied to this
study. In this method, the evalution of Vibration control is investigated. It
is considered that the acceleration corresponds to the magnitude of Vibration
on the bridge and the velocity corresponds to the Vibration feit by a

pedestrian. Each effective value of the response acceleration and velocity is
calculated by dynamic analysis of nonstationary response of the bridge with
inserted diagonal hangers under a moving heavy vehicle, and the optimum
combination of diagonal hangers is estimated from these effective values. The
effect of insertion of the estimated optimum combination on the serviceability
of this bridge based on the Vibration sensibility of pedestrian, and the
Statistical and dynamic problems is investigated.

Using the calculated results described above, and taking aesthetic point into
consideration, actual construction was done to reinforce the bridge. Before
and after testing was done to determine the effect of the insertion of the
diagonal hangers. From the measurd results of this field test, it could be
seen that these results beared out the predictions of the analytical study.

The major conclusions of this study can be summarized as follows:

(1) The load carrying capacity of the stiffening girder increases
because the applied load is disersed by these diagonal hangers.

(2) The excitation of the first asymmetric Vibration is eliminated
because the Vibration mode is changed by the alteration of the
bridge structure system and the natural frequency increases.

(3) The serviceability of this bridge is improved because the Vibration
feit by the pedestrian decreases.

Finally, from the results of this analytical study and field test, it is
recognized that the method of reinforcement using diagonal hangers is a
successfull way for Vibration control in the stiffening arch bridge.
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Steel Bridge Girders, Cost Optimization

G. HAAS and Klaus H. OSTENFELD
Cowiconsult
Consulting Engineers and Planners
Virum, Denmark

The steel box girder for the 3.3 km long bridge at Faro, Denmark has been made

competitive by use of unusual design and construction methods.

A considerable saving has been possible by Omission of painting of internal
surfaces of the box girder, which amounts to more than 80% of the total steel
surface. The corrosion protection of these surfaces is accomplished by Ventilation

by means of dehumidified air. The six dehumidification units represent low
initial investment and are very economical in Operation, each covering 5-600 m

of bridge girder length. The external surface of the box girder to be painted
has been reduced to a minimum by choice of a special cross section shape (refer
to Far© bridge cross section below) with smooth exterior permitting an inexpen-
sive initial painting cost and low maintenance.

The girder is composed of uniform steel panels welded by automatic welding, and
a special assembly detail between exterior panels and diaphragms each 4 m has
been detailed so as to require minimum of tight tolerance control during
fabrication.

The box girder has been fabricated in a ship yard, all welded in füll span
sections each 80 m, and erected by simple lowering directly onto the pier tops.
The girder continuity over füll bridge length (1.6 km and 1.7 km) is
subsequently established by field welding of box girders over the piers.

The bridge connection at Far0, which is part of European main highway E4, is
presently under construction and is scheduled for completion Summer 1985.

y\i mjj g \j yyi_ \j \j y -SJ a a .U_V._U_U..U UUU
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Faro Bridge Cross Section



STEEL BRIDGE GIRDERS, COST OPTIMIZATION
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Annacis Island Bridge

P.R. TAYLOR and O.F. SIMONSEN
CBA-Buckland and Taylor
Vancouver, BC, Canada

BRIDGE DESCRIPTION

Type of Bridge:
Spans:

Tower Height:
Midspan Shipping Clearance:

Traffic Capacity:
Design Capacity:

SUPERSTRUCTURE

The superstructure comprises a structural steel skeleton consisting of constant depth
twin I beams and transverse floorbeams, which supports a composite precast concrete
deck with a cast in place concrete overlay.

Modified Fan Cable Stayed Bridge.
50m, 182.75m, 465m, 182.75m, 50m.

154.3m above top of pilecap.
58.4m above High Water.

Initially 4 lanes of highway traffic.
6 lanes of highway traffic or 4 lanes plus 2 tracks for
ALRT.

I beams:
Floorbeams:
Floorbeam spacing:
Quantity of Structural Steel
Grade of Structural Steel:

2.1m deep by 18m long typically. Splices are bolted.
Tapered 1.6m to 1.8m deep by 27.2m long typical.
4.5m typical.
5,600 tonnes.
350 AT Category 2. 350MPa Yield Stress Atmospheric
Corrosion Resistant Steel having a guaranteed Charpy
Impact Strength of 27 Joules at -20°C.
13.5m x 4.0m x 215mm typical - weight 35 tonnes approx.
55 MPa @ 56 days.
55 MPa @ 56 days.

Precast Deck Panels:
Precast Concrete Strength:
Overlay Concrete Strength:
CABLES

Cables are Long Lay Galvanized Bridge Strand sheathed with black Polyethylene. Every
cable has a zinc filled cast steel socket at both ends. Cables terminate at tie beams
in the towers where provision is made for jacking and adjustment.
Number of Cables: 192 main cables, 8 tie down cables.
Cable lengths: 49.5m to 237.5m.
Cable diameters: 80mm to 130mm.
Wire: 7mm diameter galvanized, U.T.S. 1520 MPa.
Cable Assembly Weights: 2 tonnes to 24 tonnes.
Total Cable Weight: 1505 tonnes (excluding sockets).
Total Socket Weight: 193 tonnes.
TOWERS AND BENTS (including Pilecaps)
The towers and bents are reinforced concrete structures with provision for ductile
behaviour in earthquake.
FOUNDATIONS

All of the foundations rest on steel piles. In addition, densification piles were used
in the upper sands around piers Nl, N2 and N3 to eliminate the possibility of
liquefaction during earthquake.
SHIP IMPACT

Piers SI and Nl have protective surrounds, designed to withstand the impact of a 60,000
DWT vessel travelling at 12 knots.
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Hitsuishijima and Iwakurojima Bridges

H. SHIMOKAWA
Counsellor
Honshu-Shikoku Bridge Auth.
Tokyo, Japan

T. YAMAIME
Chief of Constr. Div.
Honshu-Shikoku Bridge Auth.
Okayama, Japan

T. OHTA
Professor
Kyushu Univ.
Fukuoka, Japan

S.MATSUSHITA
Director
Tokyo Eng. Co.

Tokyo, Japan

H. KANEMITSU
Director
Japan Struct. Eng. Co.

Tokyo, Japan

THE OUTLINE OF THE PROJECT
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Extreme Span Suspension Bridges — Structural Systems

Niels J. GIMSIIMG Anders Borregaard SORENSEN
Professor Senior Bridge Eng.
Techn. Univ. of Denmark Cowiconsult
Lyngby, Denmark Virum, Denmark

With increasing spans the seif weight of the main cables of a Suspension bridge
plays a more and more dominant role in relation to the total load. Thus, it is
essential to choose a sag/span ratio near the quantatively optimized value in
order to minimize the amount of cable. This value is generally considerably
higher than the value chosen to give adequate stiffness Hl.
In general considerations regarding total cost and deflections will lead to
opposite requirements to the sag/span ratio. In the research project described
in 12/ it is shown that this effect becomes even more pronounced for extreme
spans, such as the 3000 m span investigated. Thus, the traditional way of
reducing the deflections through choice of a smaller sag will, in this case,
significantly affect the total economy.

The present investigation deals with the problem of improving the deformational
characteristics of Suspension bridges with extreme spans by modifying the
conventional structural System.

The investigation shows that a System with a longitudinally fixed stiffening
girder and a central node clamping the main cable to the girder at midspan and
having a sag/span ratio of 1:9 will give the same deflection under the critical
asymmetric load as a conventional System having a sag/span ratio of 1:12. This
leads to a saving in the total amount of steel of approximately 100,000 tons
(measured as the equivalent quantity of structural steel), corresponding to
saving in the magnitude of 250 million dollars for a bridge with a 3000 m main
span. Compared to this saving, the cost of clamping the main cable appears to
be negligible.

In the investigation it is also shown that the ratio between the torsional and
the vertical frequencies will increase with increasing sag, thus improving the
resistance against flutter.
The present investigation forms part of a research project on bridges with
extreme spans /2/. The project has been sponsored by the Cowi Foundation and
carried out at the Technical University of Denmark in collaboration with
Cowiconsult, Consulting Engineers and Planners, Copenhagen.

REFERENCES

Hl Niels J. Gimsing: Cable Supported Bridges,
Concept & Design, Wiley 1983.

/2/ Niels J. Gimsing, Anders Borregaard Sorensen:
Investigations into the Possibilities of Constructing
Bridges with a Free Span of 3000 m.
Report No. 168, Dept. of Structural Engineering,
Technical University of Denmark.
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Dynamic Loading of Highway Bridges; Ontario

J.R. BILLING R.GREEN
Senior Research Officer Professor
MTC Ontario Univ. of Waterloo
Downsview, ON, Canada Waterloo, ON, Canada

The Ontario Highway Bridge Design Code (OHBDC) contains provisions
for vehicle load and associated dynamic load and Vibration which differ
from other codes. The provisions base the design truck load and design
lane load on load surveys carried out in Ontario. These design loads lead
to legal loads and overload control. With such carefully selected design
loads which are representative of actual traffic loads, it is essential
that the additional allowance for the dynamic effects of load are also
representative of actual vehicle-bridge response. The provisions for
dynamic load allowance (impact) still consider that the dynamic effects of
vehicles crossing highway bridges can be described in terms of an equivalent

static effect that is a fraction of the design vehicle load. The
magnitude of this effect depends upon the governing load, e.g., axle or
design truck, and may also depend upon the natural frequency of the structure

rather than span length.

Few codes are based on a limit states philosophy for both design and
evaluation. Accordingly, new provisions were required for OHBDC which
represent adequately the random effects of the dynamic component of load
as typical design and evaluation vehicles traverse a span.

The results of the tests are presented and described in the context
of a design code for highway bridges. Some existing code provisions were
found unconservative for structures having a first flexural frequency
lying between 2.0 and 5.0 Hz. Calibration of the load factors for dynamic
load allowance for a reliability based limit states design code is
described (1).

In summary, the dynamic response of modern bridges to modern vehicles
ls described. Provisions as to how this response might be catered for in
a design code that represents the significant mechanism of vehicle-bridge
interaction are given.

Reference

1. "Ontario Highway Bridge Design Code and Commentary", Highway Engineering
Division, Ontario Ministry of Transportation and Communications,

Downsview, Ontario, Canada, 1983.



DYNAMIC LOADING OF HIGHWAY BRIDGES; ONTARIO
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New Limit States Design Code
in Ontario (1979. Revised
1983).
Prior to 1979 Legal Loads were
greater than Design Loads. and
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Field Inspection of Experimental Timber Bridges

R.M. GUTKOWSKI W.J. McCUTCHEON
Ph. D., Assoc. Prof. Ph. D., Research Eng.
Colorado State Univ. US Dep. of Agriculture
Fort Collins, CO, USA Madison, WI, USA

In the summer of 1983, a unique Inspection study was made of 18 experimental

timber bridges In the U.S. National Forests. Constructed In the.late
1960's and early 1970*s, the various timber bridges contained novel features
expected to Improve Performance. The bridges were bullt In various national
forests In seven states and varied In length from 20 to 168 feet (20 to 73
feet Individual spans). The number of spans ranged from one to four.
Primarily, they were constructed with transverse glued-laminated (glulam) panel
decks and a variety of Interpanel connections. Some bridges had nall-
lamlnated (nall-lam) decks for comparative purposes. Also, different types of
members, construction and materials were used In the rematnder of the
superstructure and substructure. Preparation and Installatlon of the experimental
features was coordinated with the U. S. Forest Products Laboratory In Madison,
Wisconsin. The objective of the study was two-fold: (1) to determMte the
In-place Performance of timber bridges, especially of glued-laminated panel
decks, and (2) to determine patterns of molsture content In order to assess
the merIts of dry-use versus wet-use design stresses. On average, about 100
moisture content readings were taken per bridge.

Overall, the Inspected bridges were In excellent structural condition.
Glulam decks generally provided a more effective roof over stringers than
nall-lam decks but both types had high molsture content. In contrast, the
stringers were relatively dry. Stringer readings In excess of 20? were Infre-
quent by the average molsture content In both decking types exceeded 20$. For
bottom zones of stringers, It appears likely the molsture content would
generally remain well below 20$. Readings above 30$ were rare In all components
except nall-lam deck. The observations about molsture content strongly
suggest modern timber bridges components remain below flber Saturation condition
for at least 20 years.

Mol sture content data support the use of dry-use stresses for bottom
laminations of glulam stringers for at least a 20-year service life. Readings
between 13$ and 15$ were the norm for glulam and although occaslonal values
above 16$ were found, the soundness of the material appeared Invariant.
Except near abutments, dry use stresses for top laminations are similarly
Justified. Dry use stresses for solld-sawn timber are also supported by the
findings In this study. Virtually all readings were at or below 19$, Including

In the abutment zone. Conversely, the observations do not support the
application of dry-use stresses to any decking regardless of treatment method.

Typically, roadway conditions were excellent, providing for smooth
passage regardless of surfacing. There was extensive asphalt cracking only where
the surface was unusually thin. Evidence of deterioration either due to
propagation of cracks or presence of potholes was rare. DoweI-connected deck
panels were tlghtly mated.
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A mistake was done here while photographying the poster:
the photography is in fact unavailable.

We regret for any inconvenience and are very sorry
for the authors of this poster.
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TOWARDS A UNIFIED COMPREHENSIVE SYSTEM IN DESIGN OF REINFORCED
AND PRESTRESSED STRUCTURES
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STRUCTURAL SAFETY OF BUILDINGS-TODAY AND TOMORROW

TODAY-Mostbuilding structures are SAFEand' ,r their required lifeWiwmwip

A few failures do
occur

much can be leamt
from them
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Pre-cast concrete
System Construction
Degradation of
components following
corrosion ofsteel

Pre-cast concrete Timber Trussed-rafter
Panel Structure Longer-span roof

Collapse due to lack of
bracing

Partial collapse
following a gas
explosion

Large population of similar buildings required
inspection and remedial action

TON\ORRO\N-Fai/ures-on/y a few today
- can be fewer tomorrow

Defence strategies to control stability
Explicit design choice ofone or more of:

- Multiple independent loadpaths.
- Devices to allow structure to avoid carrying load.
- Local strength increases to enhance overall

strength.
- Environmental andPerformance monitoring

and control Systems.

Populations of similar structures
Design so that failure is first manifest on a local
scale and will inhibit use.

Structures should be robust and should
provide feedback signals to the userof
damage, overioadmg or local degradation.

Buildings with Long-span roofs
Use more stringent structural design
criteria than fornormal buildings.
Exercise tighter control and checks of design
and construction, to reduce the risk of design
faults or ofconstruction outside specification.
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AERODYNAMIC STABILITY OF LONG-SPAN BOX GIRDER
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d olong n steep ridge called
1 nzaki which faces the Pacific Ocean

strong wind is expected so that the basic wind speed w
defined js 10 minutes average speed expected to occur
twice in 1 50 years is decided to be 50m/s.

id influence by the topography was also anxious
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Fig-2 Response of original see Hon (without topography)

The original section was suspected to have unstable aerodynamic
behavior. so. wind tunnel tests were conducted to reveal

that the original section had vortex induced oscillation at the
wind speed of 1 5 to 20 m/s and galloping which should not oc -

cur below the speed of 92 m/s {lOminutes average). the
dynamic design wind speed
Various stabilizers and their effects were tested in wind tunnels

As the results of a series of wind tunnel testings th« final
bilizers were determined as follows
Double flaps were attached to tha whole length ol the bridge in
order to restrict the amplitude of vortex-tnduced oscltlatli
than 200 mm (>//B 0 01 [which was the allowable valua fron»
the viewpoint of fatigue and runnabilily of automobiles
And. intermittent lower skirts to suppress galloping which
dostroy the bridge in a short time if rt appeared were provid
ed to the 4 spans continuous girder
After the completion of the bridge in the summer of 1 983 o.
cillation and wind have been observed, but no conftidei able
latton has been generated so far because no strong wind be
yond 20 m/s has unfortunately blown
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